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ABSTRACT

The importance of perceptual phenomena in nasal vowel
development is well known, but only recently has attention
turned to suprasegmental phenomena known to condition
this development. Perceptual explanations have already
been given for the conditioning effect of vowel length, and,
more tentatively, stress. In this study, we provide data from
perceptual experiments in which nasality judgements were
obtained from English speakers to examine the conditioning
effects of three suprasegmental phenomena, all related to
stress. The perceptual basis of the stress parameter is
confirmed, however, no evidence is found of a similar effect
underlying observed differences in nasalisation between pre-
and post-tonic vowels. Most importantly, foot structure is
shown to condition nasality judgements such that vowels in
single syllable feet (oxytones) are judged as more nasal than
those in trochaic (paroxytonic) feet. Both the stress and the
foot structure effects are shown to be independent of the
vowel-length

1. INTRODUCTION
Explanations for the development of distinctive vowel
nasalisation have been developed from a number of
theoretical perspectives. Phonologists of the 1960s and 70s
sought to develop accounts in terms of phonological (and
thus presumably cognitive) universal rules, expressed in the
dominant formalism of conventional Generative
Phonology. More recently, experimental phonologists have
pointed to the explanatory role of perceptual factors in such
diachronic processes.  According to Ohala's model of this
type of change, speech communication obliges listeners to
engage in a continuous process of inference to recover the
phonological representation of the speaker's intended
utterance from a signal rendered confusing by coarticulation
and noise; under certain circumstances they will fail to make
the correct inference, and so develop representations of
linguistic items which differ from those of the speaker, thus
bringing about change.  Typically, in the case of nasal
vowel development, the listeners fails to recognise
contingent vowel nasality as being conditioned by a
following nasal consonant.  The consonant itself typically
weakens and is lost, leaving phonemic nasalisation of the
vowel.

However, diachronic evidence suggests that a number of
other factors may affect the likelihood of listeners
perceiving a vowel as nasal. Indeed, one such factor, vowel
length, is even thought capable of triggering the
development of distinctive nasalization in the absence of

any following nasal consonant [7]. A perceptual basis for
this effect has been proposed by [7,3].; English listeners
were found to judge longer vowels as more nasal than shorter
ones, even though the degree of velopharyngeal port
opening (VPO) was identical. Two other phenomena
associated diachronically with the genesis of distinctive
nasal vowels are the stressed/unstressed syllable distinction,
and the effect of foot structure. We report here on
experiments to test for perceptual explanations for these,
and, in particular, to examine to what extent they may be
reducible to the effect of vowel length.

2. DIACHRONIC EVIDENCE
Hajek [2] combined a detailed study of the development of
vowel nasality in Northern Italian dialects with a survey of
similar developments in a range of other languages. He
demonstrated the correctness of Schourup's claim [6] that
vowel nasality is strongly associated with stressed
syllables. Nasal vowels develop earlier and more generally
in stressed than unstressed syllables, and unstressed
syllables are more likely than stressed syllables to lose
vowel nasality if denasalisation occurs. Hajek expressed this
generalisation as the stress parameter, and hypothesized that
it might be attributable to the greater length of vowels in
stressed syllables. More tentatively, and solely on the basis
of Italian data, he also proposed a distinction between
unstressed vowels in pre- and post-tonic position, such that
the former showed a greater association with vowel nasality
than the latter. He suggested that this extended stress
parameter might also be explicable in terms of vowel length
differences, there being a tendency for pre-tonic syllables to
be longer than those in post-tonic position.

Within Romance dialects, a further differentiation was
found among stressed-syllables, according to the nature of
the Latin stress foot they headed. The fewer unstressed
syllables in the foot, the greater the probability of vowel
nasalisation; thus a foot parameter may be established,
consisting of an implicational hierarchy for nasalisation of
oxytones > paroxytones > proparoxytones. Clearly, such a
parameter will apply only to left-headed languages, and
evidence as to the existence of a mirror-image effect for
right-headed languages is lacking.  Again, a possible
explanation of the effect is the association between foot
structure and vowel-length. Cross-linguistically, the
presence of vowel length in stressed syllables follows the
same implicational hierarchy as that described above.

Three hypotheses thus arise from the diachronic data.
They are that, respectively, (i) the stress parameter (ii) the
extended stress parameter and (iii) the foot parameter are all
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attributable to vowel length. There is already experimental
evidence that hypothesis (i) is incorrect. In [3], we reported
on an experiment which dissociated length and stress in a
perceptual experiment in which native English speakers
rated the nasality in synthetic vowel tokens. The tokens
were produced using the HLSYN package, which allows a
mixture of acoustic and articulatory control parameters;
nasality was controlled using the articulatory VPO
parameter. The results showed that, although the main effect
of stress was not significant, the interaction between stress
and degree of nasality (in terms of VPO) was highly
significant; furthermore, the non-significance of the main
effect was due to the subjects judging tokens with a VPO of 0
mm2 as more nasal unstressed than in stressed conditions.
When VPO was non-zero, stressed vowels were consistently
judged more nasal, highly significantly so in the case of the
greatest VPO. This reversal was attributed to experimental
artefact; even with  VPO of 0 mm2, synthesized /a/ tokens
may sound somewhat nasal., Speakers may expect to have to
filter such effects out in stressed, but not unstressed vowels,
so that below a certain (low) threshold, unstressed vowels
are more easily judged nasal. However, at greater, more
natural degrees of nasalisation the results suggested that, in
general, stress enhances the perception of vowel nasality
independently of vowel length.

The experiments reported here seek to confirm our prior
finding, and to test hypotheses (ii) and (iii) above.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
3.1 Stimuli
A series of twenty-four disyllabic synthetic stimuli was
created using the HLSYN pseudo-articulatory synthesizer.
This synthesizer drives an implementation of the KLYSN
formant synthesizer using 10 articulatory variables specified
by the experimenter. As in [3], nasality was varied using the
velopharyngeal port opening (VPO) parameter, specified in
mm2.  The stimuli made up two continua; in one the first
vowel varied in its degree of nasality, going from [asa] to
[a÷sa] in three steps, specified by setting VPO for the first

vowel to 0, 16.8 and 36 mm2. In the second continuum, it
was the vowel in the second syllable whose nasality was
varied, in a similar fashion, giving an [asa] to [as a÷]
continuum. For both continua, for each degree of VPO, two
basic length settings were used, 250 ms and 150 ms; to test
the effect of prominence, the relation between the vowels in
the two syllables was varied.  In the stressed condition, the
target vowel (i.e. that whose nasality was being varied, so
the first vowel for continuum 1, the second for continuum 2))
had a higher intensity than the non-target vowel (sub-glottal
pressure of 8.5 vs. 6 cm H 20), was 100 ms longer than the
non-target, and was marked by a major F0 fall of 55 Hz,
while the non-target had level pitch.  In the unstressed
condition, the non-target vowel was correspondingly louder,
longer and pitch prominent.

This gives a total of 3 (VPO settings) x 2 (length
settings) x 2 (prominence conditions), i.e. 12 stimuli per
continuum, so 24 stimuli in all.  These were recorded six
times in pseudo-random order onto a tape, with an inter-
stimulus interval of 3 seconds, the two stimuli being
recorder separately. Our three hypotheses predict that only
vowel length should affect nasality judgements. In particular

(i) the prominence relation should not be significant; (ii)
there should be no length-independent difference in nasality
judgements between unstressed syllables in the two
continua, even though in continuum 1 unstressed syllables
are pre-tonic, whereas in continuum 2 they are post-tonic;
(iii) there should be no length-independent difference in
stressed syllables between the two continua, even though in
continuum 1 these would form the head of a paroxytonic
(trochaic) foot, while in continuum 2 they would form a
single-syllable, oxytonic foot (of course this analysis only
holds for subjects with certain linguistic backgrounds, but it
applies to the native English speakers used here).

3.2 Subjects and procedure
Subjects were ten native speakers of British English, all
students at Oxford university.  None had studied phonetics,
and none was a native speaker of any other language.  One
was studying German, otherwise, none had studied any
language beyond secondary school level.  They were
therefore not speakers of a language with distinctive vowel
nasality, although as English has quite marked contextual
vowel nasalisation, they had little difficulty in recognising
the phenomenon. They were asked to respond to each
stimulus by marking on a pre-prepared sheet how nasalised
they considered the first vowel to be, on a scale 1 (least
nasal) - 5 (most nasal).  Subjects were run individually, the
experiment being preceded by a short practice session.  Each
subject heard the stimuli from continuum 1 in one block,
followed  by those for continuum 2. For each continuum, the
first twelve responses in the experiment itself were discarded
for each subject, leaving five responses to each stimulus.

The ratings from these were then input to a repeated
measures ANOVA, with dependent variable nasality
judgement, and factors VPO, vowel length, subject, syllable
position of nasal vowel (first or second) and prominence of
nasal vowel (stressed or unstressed). Planned contrasts were
made between the two prominence conditions, and the
i n t e r a c t i o n s  b e t w e e n  p r o m i n e n c e * V P O ,
prominence*syllable position, and prominence*syllable
position*VPO.

4  RESULTS
The mean nasality ratings for all subjects are shown in figure
1 for both continua. As found in previous studies [7,3], both
velic opening [F(2,8) = 306.5, p < .0001] and length [F(1,4)
= 43.4, P < .01] were highly significant,. However, there
were also independent effects of stress and foot structure.

4.1 Stress
The role of stress was confirmed as a main effect; stressed
tokens were judged more nasal than unstressed ones [F(1,4) =
14.408, p < .02], although there was again a reversal of this
pattern for the 0 mm2 VPO condition (see Figure 1).. Planned
comparisons showed that the opposition was significant at
all levels of VPO (see Figure 2), except 0 mm2 for the
oxytonic pattern; for the trochaic pattern, in contrast, a VPO
of 0 mm2 did produce a significant difference, with the
reversed pattern noted above (higher nasality judgements for
unstressed, rather than stressed, vowels).
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Figure 1. Mean nasality ratings for continuum 1 (first vowel nasalised; left hand graph) and continuum 2 (second vowel nasalised;
right hand graph). Figures in milliseconds refer to vowel length. X-axis values refer to opening of Velopharyngeal port (in mm2).
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Figure 2. Comparison of nasality ratings for stressed and
unstressed vowels at various degrees of VPO. Figures on X-

axis are VPO settings in mm2.

4.2 Extended Stress Parameter
The distinction between pre- and post-tonic syllables did not
reach significance (see Figure 3) for any degree of VPO. The
differences between the means are in the expected direction,
with slightly higher nasality judgements in pretonic
position, but are very slight.
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Figure 3. Comparison of nasality ratings for pre- and post-
tonic vowels at various degrees of VPO.

4.3 Foot parameter
The contrast between nasality ratings for the stressed
syllable in final and penultimate positions was weakly
significant at the .05 level. However, planned comparisons
showed that for each individual VPO value, the contrast was
highly significant (p < .01 after Greenhouse-Geiser
correction). Figure 4 shows the relevant comparisons,
averaged across vowel length, in the form of a bar chart
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Figure 4. Comparison of nasality ratings for stressed
syllables in two foot-structures at various degrees of VPO.

There is also an interaction between the foot parameter and
the vowel length parameter (cf. [2,3]). For the paroxytonic
condition, vowel length appears to have a stronger influence
on nasality ratings than stress. Figure 1 shows the order of
the ratings (for VPO settings above 0 mm2) as: short
unstressed vowel < short stressed vowel < long unstressed
vowel < long stressed vowel.  For the oxytonic condition, in
contrast, the order is: unstressed vowels (short < long) <
stressed vowels (short < long), so that the shorter stressed
vowel is perceived as more nasal than the longer unstressed
token. The ANOVA shows the syllable position*length
interaction to be significant [F(1,4) = 8.352, p < .045); the
difference in mean nasality rating between the short and
long vowels is more than twice as great in the paroxytonic
as in the oxytonic condition.

5. DISCUSSION

Two of the three parameters investigated here, stress and
foot structure, have been shown to enhance the perception of
vowel nasality for speakers of a language which does not
have phonemically nasal vowels. Furthermore, these effects
have been dissociated from the known effect of vowel length
which it was hypothesized underlay them.

The existence of a perceptual basis for the stress
parameter observed by Schourup [6] and Hajek [2] had
already been observed [3], but the present data offer more
thorough substantiation of that basis. The fact that the
effect, although strong, was reversed when the VPO was set
to zero suggests that it may be based on listeners' having
learned to attend particularly to, and to have expectations of,
stressed syllables, as these are believed to be of prime
importance in speech perception [1].

The effect of foot structure is less dramatic but more
surprising. It is not obvious what processing advantage it

could confer, especially given that the dominant rhythm in
English is trochaic [1]. One possible explanation may be,
again, a learned association between oxytones, which in real
speech are normally longer than paroxytones, and a strong
percept of vowel nasality.

There are also two possible stimulus factors which may
have contributed to these results. The first is the use, in
intervocalic position, of the fricative [s]. This has been
found to enhance the perception of vowel nasality under
some circumstances (cf. discussion in [5]). Further studies of
this effect are needed; it might conceivably involve an
asymmetry  which might have disproportionately increased
the nasality ratings for the second syllable. However, the
overall nasality ratings for the two syllables did not differ
significantly, making such an effect improbable.

The second stimulus factor is that the disyllables always
offered subjects a chance to make a nasal/oral vowel
comparison, as the non-target vowel was always fully oral.
This comparison might have facilitated the perception of
nasality more in the oxytonic condition (which effectively
offered an AX comparison) than when the target vowel
preceded its potential comparator. Such an explanation
might also account for the failure to find any perceptual
basis for the Extended Stress Parameter, although the
diachronic evidence underpinning this is in any case weaker.
Future work will have to include balancing cases in which
both vowels are nasal to control for this possibility.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We sought to establish whether a perceptual basis could be
found for effect of three parameters in conditioning the
development of nasal vowels, by testing the hypotheses
that they were solely attributable to vowel length
differences.  In the case of the stress parameter, our previous
findings that there was an independent effect were confirmed,
and we were able to add similar evidence of a dissociation
between the foot parameter and vowel length. In future work,
we shall seek to confirm the latter finding, and to see
whether a wider range of stimuli allows the extended stress
parameter to be added to the pantheon of perceptually
motivated conditioners of sound change.
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